ARKETIPO / BEDS

AUTO-REVERSE DREAM
designed by Giuseppe Vigano' 2014

STRUCTURE: metal. Slatted base.
FRAME PADDING: non-deformable polyurethane (SR75 + D40 + D18) covered with synthetic lining 150gr and coupled lining 6mm.
HEAD-CUSHIONS PADDING: outer side in 100% white Gabardine 30/20 cotton cover. Filling in 65% goose feathers and 35% duck feathers.
HEIGHT: 20 cm (slatted base), 30 cm (bedframe).
FEET: metal, finishes: micaceous brown, titanium or brass, h.19 cm.
ZIPS: available in the colours of the zip samples.
ATTENTION: head cushions are reversible and they can be covered with different fabrics and/or leathers. The cover of the structure is
always in the same fabric or leather of one side of the cushions. The grosgrain of the perimeter is in the same colour of the head cushion zip.
INTERWOVEN LEATHER: the twist is possible ONLY for side B (one side of the cushions) and it is available only in the following colours of
leather Pelle B: 3101-3102-3111-3115-3147-3152-3153. To calculate the total price, please sum the prices of column A and column B interwoven
leather.
PRICE CALCULATION: To calculate the total price of each unit, please sum the prices of the two columns: A (structure + one side of the
cushions) + B (other side of the cushions). If the client would like to upholster the unit with more fabrics or leathers of different collections or
different colours within the same collection, it is necessary to ask for the price to our sales office.
ONLY COVER PRICE CALCULATION: To calculate the price of the cover, please sum the prices of the two columns: AX (structure + one side
of the cushions) + BX (other side of the cushions). If the client would like to upholster the unit with more fabrics or leathers of different
collections or different colours within the same collection, it is necessary to ask for the price to our sales office.
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